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Abstract: Usability of text analytics tools is still a big issue. This paper presents design patterns for tooling for text analytics for Digital Humanities that are specially suited for users who don’t know how to program and therefore enhance usability especially for this target group. The first pattern evolves around availability of the system as a web API. Further we propose a clear and easy workflow to handle data formats because combining different NLP tools often requires significant and complicated work with data formats. Next we present a format to define workflows or NLP pipelines that are only possible because of the aforementioned principles. We suggest to enable clear workflows between programmers and non-programmers to make clear which tasks can be done with and without programming knowledge. Last we propose a system to allow for reuse of code.
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1 Introduction

There are many text analytics tools for the digital humanities but their usability is still a big issue [Bu16; Gn17]. One can use a Graphical User Interface (GUI). These are usually easy to use and therefore well suited for users who cannot code. Mostly GUIs are designed for a specific research question. Adapting a Graphical User Interface to a new research question can require software development work. On the other hand one can use a programming language, e.g. Python and the popular NLTK framework for text analytics. Learning how to program has a steep learning curve but once one knows how to program this is the most flexible approach. In the domain of Digital Humanities, programming languages and command line tools also are often too complicated [BW15].

In the Digital Humanities users of such text analytics software often cannot program themselves so implementing a text analytics workflow in a programming language is difficult for them. On the other hand research projects often explore new territory and a suitable GUI has not been created yet for the desired analytic. Therefore in this work we propose characteristics for a new type of tooling that is easier to use and learn then a programming language and more flexible then a GUI. On the same hand it will be less flexible then a programming language and more difficult to use then a GUI.
2 Background

There are different research infrastructures for the Digital Humanities, for example CLARIN [HK14] or DARIAH [BS16]. Often these infrastructures offer graphical user interfaces, for example Weblicht [HHZ10] in case of Clarin. The amount of available tools for text analytics is large also, with major players being the Natural Language Processing Toolkit [LB02], Gate [CMB11] or UIMA [FL04].

Other authors investigate design patterns for research infrastructures for digital humanities. [Gn17] asked digital humanists for factors and criteria of the success of research infrastructures. The result was the following list which is translated from German: Data exchange, ease of use, flexibility, possibilities of integration, compatibility, scalability, stability, dissemination, availability. [Th17] adds the criteria adhere to standards, integrate stackholders in development process and documentation. Another user survey revealed that DH tools should make it possible to approach work in new ways [GO12]. Further they find out that the tools need to be easy to use so they can be adopted by a broad audience [GO12]. [NS18] proposes to design text analytics tools with different user levels in mind. Users of different levels have different technical expertise. When this idea is considered in the design from the beginning then it allows for clear workflows: Users without programming skills know it advance which tasks they can perform and which not. Further it allows for a division of work between programmers and non programmers.

The FREME framework [Sa15a; Sa15b] is a text processing framework intending to bring together language tools and data in a unified approach. It was not specifically designed for the Digital Humanities but for industry use cases. Nevertheless we believe that the FREME framework is well suited for digital humanists also. The concepts mentioned in this paper are incorporated in the FREME framework. [SDN17] gives a detailed overview over the architecture of FREME. FREME is available as open source² and the API is publicly available and free to use at the time this paper is written³. The documentation homepage⁴ shows more information about FREME.

In FREME NLP services and other services are called Enrichment Services (e-Services). Every e-Service performs one NLP task like Named Entity Recognition, Sentiment Analysis, and others. In the course of the FREME project, the following e-Services were developed:

- e-Entity for named entity recognition, classification and linking to the LD cloud
- e-Link to fetch additional information from the Linked Data cloud
- e-Translation for statistical machine translation
- e-Terminology for terminology annotation

² https://www.github.com/freme-project
³ https://freme-project.github.io/api-doc/simple.html
⁴ https://freme-project.github.io
Other projects like Digitale Kuratierungstechnologien or Qurator further use the FREME framework and add additional e-Services.

The Natural Language Interchange Format (NIF) [He13] defines a set of rules for the creation of NIF compatible language tools. We believe that NIF is a suitable data format for language tools for Digital Humanists. NIF is an RDF/OWL based format that defines a common vocabulary to describe NLP annotations. NIF addresses the interoperability of NLP tools on three layers: It is based on Linked Data (structural layer) and a selection of ontologies to describe common NLP terms and concepts (conceptual layer). NIF aware applications are accessible via REST services (access layer).

3 Proposals for design

We want to propose a system that is easier to learn than a programming language. This section explains important design patterns of this system. The following section will discuss these concepts.

3.1 Availability as a web of APIs

The proposed system should be reachable as an API via the internet as a Service Oriented Architecture [BCC08] which means that it consists of distributed and independent services. This is not a new approach but it is an important building block for the subsequent design patterns. This is already a widespread approach in digital research infrastructures, e.g. in CLARIN-D or the DARIAH project.

3.2 Self-contained services

The data flow in NLP pipelines is often complicated. Converting the output of one tool to the input format of the next tool in the pipeline often requires significant effort. Further this data conversion often requires programming work.

We want to overcome this complexity by using self-contained high level pipeline steps which consist of a low level pipeline themselves. For example a service performs Named Entity Recognition (NER). The input is plain text and the output is plain text annotated with Named Entities. Named Entity Recognition itself requires a low level pipeline consisting of sentence detection, tokenization and other NLP tools. The complexity of this low level pipeline is hidden in the self-contained high level pipeline step. It is called self contained because all the processing steps for NER are contained in the step and the NER system does not need information generated from preceeding pipeline steps. The NER service needs only plain text as input.
Every NLP tool has a data format that is used for data exchange inside of the tool. We suggest using a data format that is able to express all necessary annotations. Further it should adhere to standards and be able to embed linked data. The Natural Language Processing Interchange Format (NIF) [He13] points in a good direction for a suitable system data format. It uses the Resource Description Format (RDF) as data format. Therefore Linked Data can be integrated naturally in the data format. So when a NLP tools accepts plain text as input, it actually accepts NIF and uses the plain text embedded in NIF as input for the text analytic. There are also similar formats like for example the Web Annotation Data Model 5 but here we suggest NIF.

Using NIF as data exchange format it is possible to connect different analysis steps to each other very easy. But for users without deep technical expertise reading a Linked Data format is challenging. Processing it with SPARQL queries is almost impossible for them. Therefore we suggest that the input of the pipeline accepts also other formats like text documents, HTML or PDF. The system then converts these documents to NIF at the beginning of the pipeline. At the end of the pipeline is must be possible to convert NIF to another format which is better suitable for further processing, e.g. CSV. In this way it is possible to use the tool without getting in touch with the internal data format which increases usability.

### 3.3 Configurable workflows without programming

We believe that workflows need to be configured in a flexible way. Therefore we propose a workflow module that utilizes the aforementioned concepts of Service Oriented Architecture and easy handling of data formats.

Listing 1 shows an example how the proposed pipelining module can be configured. The example performs named entity recognition on the input text. Then it downloads all museums close to the detected locations from the Linked Open Data cloud and embeds the information in the NIF document. In the last pipeline step it converts the data from NIF to CSV.

The data format to define the pipeline is JSON. The plaintext is stored in the pipeline itself. One can also think of a model where the pipeline can be stored on the server first and then the input document is send to the pipeline.

Please note that the second step of the workflow addresses a service which is hosted at another API. So using this method one can span a web of APIs which can all be compatible to each other.

---

5 [https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model](https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model)
3.4 Enable clear workflows between programmers and non programmers

No matter how sophisticated a tool is tailored towards the needs of non programmers, non programmers will always encounter tasks that they are not able to solve. For example when the tool has a functionality to upload datasets, a non programmer might be able to upload a dataset to the API when the dataset already exists in the format accepted by the tool. But converting a dataset to this format can require programming knowledge and is therefore not suited for non programmers.

When designing tools for non programmers we believe it should be clear which functionalities of the tool require programming knowledge. The documentation can contain for example a table with all functionalities and the required level of expertise. This division of work should be considered in the design process of the tooling already.

3.5 Allow for reuse and sharing of code

When certain tasks can only be done by programmers then it is important to reuse the programmers work so once a programmer solved the task, other non programmers can reuse this work. The following paragraphs show an example:
Using the workflow description mentioned in section 3.3 in JSON it is possible to use Natural Language Processing without programming skills. The output of this system will be in the NIF format which is not necessarily ideal for users without a technical background. Also NIF is usually not accepted by other programs for subsequent tasks. So it should be possible to convert NIF to a different data format.

Using a SPARQL SELECT query it is possible to convert NIF to CSV. But we assume that it is too difficult for a non programmer to formulate a SPARQL SELECT query. Therefore we propose the SPARQL filter service that can store a SPARQL SELECT query together with a description on the server. The SPARQL filter service can be the last step of a pipeline. Once a programmer created the SPARQL query and stored it in the SPARQL filter everybody can use it.

Similar concepts can be used in various parts of the framework to store SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries to fetch external data from the cloud, XSLT stylesheets for XML transformations or pipeline definitions as shown in list 1.

4 Discussion

Tooling that follows above mentioned design patterns can enhance the accessibility for people who cannot program in several ways.

Because of the availability of the tooling as a web API it is possible to use the system on every client computer, regardless of the operating system. Also the client computer does not need to be very strong, although the algorithms used might require a very strong computer. This lowers the barrier of starting to use the tool.

Further the installation of tooling, for example a python library and its required modules, is often complicated. Using above mentioned design, the user needs to install an HTTP client only. HTTP clients are widely available for free. Further and unlike text analytics tooling, they are mature software products which are easy to install. HTTP clients exist for every operating system and do not require strong computers.

The NLP services are self contained in a way that the underlying multistep pipeline is hidden in a single high level pipeline step. This allows for to view a system as a blackbox. Users need to know only that they can feed text into the system and which information they get out of it. Most internal parameters should be put to reasonable default values so the user does not need to learn the details of the system. Of course it is still possible to parametrize the NLP service using the web API but the extra work of implementing and documenting parameters automatically leads to slim nlp services with few parameters. When the goal is to reach for the highest possible performance scores, e.g. a high f-measure, then this is not a good approach. But we argue that it is more important to enable users to use the tooling in the first place then to optimize the algorithms for the last percents of performance.
The self contained services do not propagate all of their analysis to subsequent steps. Therefore it is likely that different pipeline steps perform the same preprocessing. From a computational point of view this is not efficient. This drawback shows especially in computational expensive preprocessing like Part of Speech Tagging. On the other hand this enhances the usability of the tooling in various ways. First it is very easy to take away parts of the processing pipeline. The other steps still work because no important preprocessing is destroyed by removing parts. Also adding a new analysis step is very easy. Further the tedious work of converting data formats is taken away from the user. We believe that for users without programming knowledge it is often not possible to convert a data format into another. So we believe that for users from the Digital Humanities without programming knowledge it is legit to reduce the computational efficiency for above benefits.

We decided to use NIF as the primary data format of the framework. NIF has a steep learning curve and understanding the concept of how to represent data as a graph is challenging. Furthermore processing NIF with SPARQL queries is hard also. But we argue that any data exchange format has a high complexity. Using the Turtle serialization format NIF is human readable. In addition to NIF it is crucial that users can feed data into the system in other common formats like plain text, HTML or PDF also and that the output can be converted to other formats, for example CSV.

The aforementioned concept of reusing code is important for various reasons. It allows for sharing of code to foster collaboration between researchers. It supports non programmers because over time the code databases on the API grow and non programmers might find a piece they want to use in the database. Also it is much easier to create a new piece of code by using a similar code as a template instead of starting from scratch. This sharing also allows for reproducability of research code.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented design patterns for text analytics frameworks. We believe that these design patterns improve the usability of text analytics for people who cannot program. Nevertheless conducting text analysis is not easy. It is still an effort to learn using a framework with these concepts. But still it should be easier then learning how to program. Further we believe that it is not a good idea to reduce the complexity of the tooling to a point that hinders the adaption of the tool to new research questions. Our hypothesis is that a framework that follows the design principles mentioned here is a good compromise between flexibility and usability for our target group. The next step of our work is to conduct experiments with users to validate this hypothesis.
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